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Peripheral nerve injuries cause various disabilities related to loss of motor and sensory functions. 51 

The treatment of these injuries typically requires surgical operations for improving functional 52 

recovery of nerve. However, capabilities for continuous  nerve monitoring remains a challenge. 53 

Herein, we introduce a battery-free, wireless, cuff-type, implantable, multimodal physical 54 

sensing platform for continuous in vivo monitoring of temperature and strain from the injured 55 

nerve. The thin, soft temperature and strain sensors wrapped around the nerve exhibit good 56 

sensitivity, excellent stability, high linearity, and minimum hysteresis in relevant ranges. In 57 

particular, the strain sensor integrated with circuits for temperature compensation provides 58 

reliable, accurate strain monitoring with negligible temperature dependence. The system 59 

enables power harvesting and data communication to wireless, multiple implanted devices 60 

wrapped around the nerve. Experimental evaluations, verified by numerical simulations, with 61 

animal tests demonstrate the feasibility and stability of the sensor system, which have great 62 

potential for continuous in vivo nerve monitoring from an early stage to complete regeneration. 63 

1. Introduction 64 

Twenty million Americans suffer from peripheral nerve injuries (PNIs), which are mainly 65 

generated by accidental trauma or repetitive compression in daily life and cost $150 billion 66 

annually for treatment. [1,2] The effects on patients include motor and sensory deficits, which 67 

require surgical treatment for functional recovery and regeneration of the injured nerve. [3] 68 

However, failure to achieve complete functional recovery due to delayed regeneration and long 69 

nerve gap injuries leads to irreversible degeneration of the end organ (e.g., motor unit) within 70 

12-18 months after denervation. [4,5] Previous reports suggest that more than 30% of the patients 71 

experience incomplete and/or poor recovery after the surgical treatment, causing a permanent 72 

physical disability near the repaired nerve. [6] Accurate measurement of physical or 73 

physiological signals from the injured nerve also can provide great possibility for appropriate 74 

assessment and immediate treatment criteria of functional recovery along with understanding 75 

nerve generation mechanism and guiding medical protocols (Supplementary Note1). 76 

Conventional methods for measuring the physiological signals include H2 polarography [7–10], 77 

laser Doppler flowmetry [11], and histological analyses [12–17], which can elucidate changes in 78 

blood flow (or dynamics) in the injured nerve. However, these techniques have several 79 

disadvantages, including being complicated and time-consuming, requiring highly trained 80 

technicians, and inducing secondary damages to the nerve by measurement. In addition, the 81 

intraoperative approaches could not support continuous, real-time, and long-term operations, 82 

essentially required for practical use in neuromonitoring applications. A few studies propose an 83 
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impedance analysis based on soft electrodes for continuous monitoring of physiological signals. 84 
[18,19] However, the electrical measurement of the impedance includes many unwanted signals 85 

arising from wound fluid, electrode contact, and corrosion of the exposed electrodes for long-86 

term monitoring. This electrophysiological evaluation has limitation in distinguishing axon 87 

damage and nerve amputation. As an alternative approach, measurement of anatomic changes 88 

in the nerve, including diameter, cross-sectional area, and modulus (fat content) supports a 89 

quantitative basis for evaluation of nerve injuries and regeneration. [20] Especially, severe nerve 90 

defects (>5 mm) in humans that yields high tension coaptation resulting in reduced Schwann 91 

cell activation and ischemia [21,22] should be treated carefully in end-to-end suturing [23,24] with 92 

a strain sensor.  93 

Recent advances in technologies for a soft, thin, and implantable sensor capable of continuously 94 

measuring physical parameters (i.e.blood flow, strain, pressure, temperature, pH etc.) [25–28] 95 

have great potential for continuous in vivo nerve monitoring. In addition, an integration of 96 

wireless platforms (e.g., a bluetooth low energy (BLE[28]) or a near field communication 97 

(NFC[29])) with these devices supports untethered, real-time monitoring by wirelessly power 98 

supply and data communication for use in a variety of implantable medical applications. 99 

However, the BLE platform includes bulky batteries and percutaneous wire, which prevent free 100 

motions and increases stress and anxiety of the animals due to physical constraints. [30,31] In this 101 

context, the NFC platform is one of the most promising strategies with resolving these 102 

drawbacks. The battery-free operation based on a resonant magnetic inductive coupling to 103 

harvest power makes the implantable device smaller and more comfortable for subjects.[32] The 104 

wireless communication between the implantable device and an external reader allows for 105 

freedom of movement and reduces the risk of infection due to the percutaneous wire. In addition, 106 

this approach can provide capabilities for continuous in vivo nerve monitoring along with not 107 

only therapies for improving regeneration, including wireless electrical, optogenetic, and 108 

pharmacologic stimuli [33–35], but also neuropathic pain treatment using local cooling. [27,36] 109 

Toward this objective, this paper introduces a battery-free, wireless, implantable, multimodal 110 

physical (BWIMP) sensing platform for continuous in vivo monitoring of the injured nerve, as 111 

an initiative for the abovementioned technology. The thin, soft, fully implantable, cuff-type, 112 

wireless sensor wrapped around the nerves can provide continuous measurement of temperature 113 

and strain with conformal contact to the surface of nerve. To the best of our knowledge, this is 114 

the first study on the integration of multiple physical sensors into an implantable medical device 115 

for neuromonitoring applications. In particular, both temperature and strain sensing features 116 

exhibit excellent signal stability and high linearity without hysteresis and drift in the relevant 117 
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ranges (body temperature < 40 ℃, strain < 10 %). The incorporation of specific geometrical 118 

and electrical designs of multimodal sensors enables the independent discrimination of multiple 119 

stimuli without mutual interference. A battery-free, wireless device configuration can provide 120 

the entire system to be light, simple, and completely implantable without hampering free 121 

motions. Continuous in vivo measurement of temperature and strain for injured nerve 122 

demonstrates the feasibility, biocompatibility, and stability of the sensor system. The BWIMP 123 

sensing platform could provide great potential for the development of advanced therapeutic 124 

protocols and clinical paradigms in the neuromedical field (Figure S1), via wireless and 125 

implantable monitoring of abnormal nerve regeneration (e.g., blood flow interruption: ischemia, 126 

nerve expansion: excessive scar tissue, and nerve shrinkage: demylination) in the post-surgery 127 

state during prolonged periods.2. Results and Discussions 128 

2.1. Design of the battery-free, wireless, implantable, multimodal physical sensing 129 

platform 130 

Figure 1A presents a promising concept of continuous temperature and strain measurement 131 

utilizing a BWIMP sensing platform that consists of two parts: (i) thin, cuff-type sensors gently 132 

wrapped around a peripheral nerve for continuous in vivo monitoring of the temperature and 133 

strain of the nerve; and (ii) a battery-free, wireless platform for power transfer and data 134 

communication with a primary antenna and a near field communication (NFC) reader located 135 

outside the body. The multimodal physical sensors include a temperature sensor and a strain 136 

sensor connected to a battery-free, wireless platform for continuous capture of both the 137 

temperature and strain arising from blood flow and volume change of the peripheral nerve, 138 

respectively. Figure 1B shows a schematic illustration of the response of the BWIMP sensing 139 

platform to temperature and strain stimuli. This BWIMP sensing platform can independently 140 

measure changes in temperature and strain due to the blood flow inside the nerve and volume 141 

expansion of the nerve without mutual interference. 142 

Figure 1C shows an exploded view schematic illustration of the overall assembly design and 143 

constituent materials of the BWIMP sensing platform that meet appropriate requirements, 144 

including reasonable sensitivity, high linearity, low hysteresis, and long-term stability for the 145 

in vivo nerve monitoring application considered here. The multimodal physical sensors utilize 146 

a tri-layered film that includes an Au membrane (thickness = 50 nm) on a neutral plane and 147 

polyimide (PI) films (total thickness = 5 µm) on the top and bottom layers, encapsulated by a 148 

thin, soft elastomer film (Ecoflex 0030, total thickness = 100 µm, Smooth-On, Inc.). The tri-149 

layered film (PI/Au/PI) includes a temperature sensor, a strain sensor, and serpentine 150 
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interconnects, which depend on the patterning of the Au membrane and etching of the PI film. 151 

The PI films protect the Au membrane from excessive mechanical deformation. The thin, soft 152 

encapsulation film enables conformal wrapping around the peripheral nerve with minimal 153 

physical restriction of natural behavior of the nerve as its elastic modulus (E of Ecoflex 0030 < 154 

70 kPa) is lower than those of typical peripheral nerves of the mammals (E greater than several 155 

hundred kPa), as shown in Figure S2. [37,38] All components used in the multimodal physical 156 

sensors exhibit non-toxic properties, biocompatibility, and chemical stability [39,40], which are 157 

essential features in the context of the applications envisioned here. Figure S3 and “Fabrication 158 

of cuff-type, multimodal physical sensors” in the Materials and Methods section provide the 159 

detailed fabrication procedure and key materials. Microfabrication processes (e.g., 160 

photolithography and reactive ion etching) and a stamping transfer method using water-soluble 161 

tape enable the excellent reproducibility of the thin, soft tri-layered film with sophisticated and 162 

microscale patterns. In the battery-free, wireless platform, an NFC System on a Chip (SoC) 163 

consists of a spiral-shaped receiver loop antenna, an NFC chip (RF430FRL154H, Texas 164 

Instruments), two amplifiers (INA333, Texas Instruments), and additional electronic 165 

components bonded to integrated circuits (ICs) on a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) 166 

(Au/PI/Au/PI, thickness = 20 µm/50 µm/20 µm/50 µm). Encapsulation layers (Ecoflex 0030, 167 

white color, thickness = 1 mm) protect the NFC SoC from external damage and provide 168 

mechanical/electrical barriers to biofluids from infiltrating the electrical system. This battery-169 

free, wireless sensing platform using the NFC protocol enables the fabrication of lightweight 170 

devices with the thinnest, smallest, and most flexible forms for fully implantable, long-term 171 

operation of such devices interfaced to the surfaces of vital, living organs for in vivo clinical 172 

trials. A flexible flat connector (FFC) serves as a link for the electrical connection between the 173 

electrodes of the sensors and the NFC SoC.  174 

Figure 1D-F provide photographs of the fabricated multimodal physical sensors (width = 4 mm; 175 

total length = 35 mm; thickness = 100 µm) that consist of a sensor array part and an electrode 176 

part, as shown in Figure 1D. In Figure 1E, the sensor array part, directly in contact with 177 

peripheral nerve, exhibits stretchability owing to not only the intrinsically elastic properties of 178 

the encapsulation layer, but also the geographical stretchability of the serpentine interconnects. 179 

The length of the electrode part ranged from of 10 mm to 30 mm depending on the interior 180 

spaces of various subject animals (Figure S4). Figure 1F presents that the soft, thin film layout 181 

of the sensors ensures conformal contact against curved surfaces of a commercial tube with a 182 

diameter of 1 mm, similar to the typical diameters of the peripheral nerves of the target animals 183 

(e.g. rats and rabbits). Figure 1G shows a cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 184 
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image of the tri-layered film. The Au traces are located in proximity of neutral plane of the 185 

stacked tri-layered film to reduce its bending stresses [41] Figure 1H and I show a photograph of 186 

the prepared NFC SoC platform and a schematic diagram of an equivalent LC circuit 187 

corresponding to the loop antenna, sensor-ICs, and NFC-ICs built on the FPCB. Figure 1J 188 

presents a photograph of the fabricated BWIMP sensing platform.  189 

 190 
Figure 1. Battery-free, wireless, implantable, multimodal physical (BWIMP) sensing platform 191 

for continuous in vivo nerve monitoring. (A) Schematic illustration of the concept of the 192 

proposed postoperative nerve monitoring using a BWIMP sensing platform after repair 193 

surgeries of injured peripheral nerves. The sensing device composed of cuff-type implantable 194 

multimodal physical sensors and a battery-free, wireless NFC platform is wrapped around a 195 

regenerated nerve inside the body. It detects multiple physical states (temperature and strain) 196 
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of the nerves and wirelessly transfers the measured data to outside the body. (B) Independent 197 

and simultaneous sensing of changes in the temperature and strain arising from blood flow 198 

and/or diameter changes in the nerve without mutual signal interference. (C) Schematic 199 

illustration of the overall design of the sensing device with an exploded view. Integration of the 200 

cuff-type sensor having a multi-encapsulated thin film structure (Ecoflex/PI/Au/PI/Ecoflex, 201 

Ecoflex, thickness = 100 µm; PI, thickness = 5 µm; Au, thickness = 50 nm) and the NFC 202 

platform where electric components (NFC chip, AMP chip, etc.) are built on a FPCB, which 203 

yields the BWIMP sensing platform after packaging by encapsulation elastomers. (D) 204 

Photograph of the fabricated cuff-type sensors. (E) Photographs comparing normal and 205 

stretched configurations, presenting a locally stretched sensor array part. (F) Photograph of the 206 

sensor surrounding a commercial tube with an outer diameter of 1 mm. (G) SEM image of a 207 

cross-sectional view in which the PI/Au/PI layer is located at the neutral axis of the stacked 208 

structure. (H) Photograph of the fabricated NFC SoC. (I) Schematic diagram of an equivalent 209 

electrical circuit on the FPCB for wireless data communication. (J) Photograph of the fabricated 210 

BWIMP sensing platform. 211 

 212 

2.2. Design for sensing/decoupling of temperature and strain signals 213 

In general, temperature and strain sensors based on metal membranes incorporated by a single 214 

encapsulation film are sensitive to both temperature and strain stimuli. To separate the 215 

responses to temperature and strain stimuli, the BWIMP sensing platform involves the 216 

following two design strategies: (i) discriminated geometry between the temperature and strain 217 

sensors to achieve different strain-sensitivities depending on the form factors of metal traces 218 

and PI films and (ii) an electrical circuit with a Wheatstone bridge using a dummy strain sensor 219 

for temperature-compensation of the strain sensor. Figure 2A provides microscopic images of 220 

a temperature sensor, an active strain sensor, a compensating dummy strain sensor, and 221 

serpentine interconnects connecting each sensor and electrodes. Each sensor exploits Au traces 222 

(linewidth = 5 μm) across an area of 500 × 500 μm2, which is a small portion of the entire area. 223 

As shown in Figure S5, the 3D finite element analysis (FEA) results reveal that the sensor 224 

structure applies little constraint on the surface beneath the sensors even under stretching (εy = 225 

10%) owing to its compliant property. The magnified microscopic images in Figure 2B clearly 226 

compare the sizes and shapes of the Au and PI films in each sensor. Figure 2B (i) shows Au 227 

traces (width 5 μm) patterned with a half-and-half Peano serpentine layout, which undergo 228 

similar insensitivity to strain along both the X and Y axes. [42] These Au traces embedded into 229 

a non-patterned PI film (square shape, width 500 μm; length 500 μm) prevent the temperature 230 
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sensor from being easily deformed by external forces, minimizing the electrical resistance 231 

change (ΔRT) under tensile stresses. Figure 2B (ii) and (iv) present an Au trace (width 5 μm) 232 

patterned with a typical metal strain gauge layout and etching of the PI film (width 10 μm) 233 

along these metal lines, which enables the high sensitivity to strain (i.e., gauge factor). This 234 

design provides high deformability, increasing the fractional change in the resistance of the 235 

strain sensor (ΔRa) at the same strain stimulus compared with that of the temperature sensor. 236 

The 3D FEA results in Figure 2C (i) and (ii) clearly exhibit the difference in the strain 237 

distribution on the patterned Au traces for the temperature sensor and active strain sensor under 238 

10% stretching along the Y- axis. In addition, the plot in Figure 2C (iv) compares the maximum 239 

strain values (εAu,max = 0.1% for the temperature sensor; εAu,max = 1.2% for the active strain 240 

sensor). 3D FEA results in Figure S6 confirm the prevention of excessive deformation of the 241 

tri-layered film due to absorption of local strain by the surrounding elastomer near the interface 242 

between the two regions (εelastomer = 30 %). The maximum strain values on the Au trace linearly 243 

increase with an external strain of 15% and are still below the fracture strain of Au (εAu,fracture = 244 

2-2.5 % [43,44]) for both the temperature sensor and the active strain sensor, leading to 245 

mechanical reliability even under high strain, as verified by the experimental results presenting 246 

different gauge factor (GF) in the strain-response curves in Figure S7.  247 

Figure 2D and E summarize the sensing performance of the temperature sensor. Figure 2D 248 

clearly shows the differences in the responses of the temperature sensor to temperature and 249 

strain stimuli. The response to temperature exhibits high linearity (R2 = 0.99) with a 250 

temperature-sensitivity (ST) of 0.22 %°C-1, negligible hysteresis between the heating and 251 

cooling with almost perfectly reversible response (< 2%). In contrast, the response to strain is 252 

negligible (under ε < 10%), enabling accurate and stable temperature sensing without 253 

interference from strain. The temperature sensor shows a change of 2.2% (ΔRT/RT) under a 254 

temperature change of 10 °C, whereas it experiences only a change of 0.035% (ΔRT/RT) under 255 

an applied strain of 10%. Figure 2E depicts the instant response of the temperature sensor to 256 

the temperature stimulus by a water droplet falling, as shown in Figure S8A. This rapid response 257 

(8℃/s) arises from fast heat conduction and small heat capacity due to the thin film-type sensor 258 

(thickness = 100 μm). The continuous responses at different temperature change (∆T=0, 1, and 259 

2 ℃) shows in Figure S8B present reasonable resolution with high SNR (signal to noise ratio) 260 

of 100. 261 

On the other hand, the active strain sensor exhibits responses to both strain and temperature 262 

owing to the temperature dependence of Au, as shown in Figure S9. This effect can be removed 263 

using the Wheatstone bridge for temperature compensation containing the active strain sensor 264 
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and a dummy strain sensor [45], as shown in Figure 2F. The base resistance of the dummy strain 265 

sensor (Rd) is the same as that of the active strain sensor (Ra) as the shape of the Au trace is the 266 

same, whereas it is insensitive to the external strain owing to the embedding of the Au trace 267 

onto a non-patterned PI film. Figure 2B (iii) and 2C (iii) present the microscope image and the 268 

FEA result of the Au trace embedded onto a non-patterned PI film in the dummy strain sensor. 269 

Figure S10 illustrates the method and principle of temperature-compensation using the 270 

Wheatstone bridge in more detail.  271 

Figure 2G-K summarize the sensing performance of the temperature-compensated (T-C) strain 272 

sensor. Figure 2G compares the responses of the T-C strain sensor to strain and temperature 273 

stimuli. The strain sensor shows a change of 0.6 mV in voltage under an applied strain of 10%, 274 

whereas it exhibits only a change of ±0.005 mV in voltage under a temperature change of 10 °C 275 

(Figure S11), clearly showing decoupled strain-sensing property. These results exhibit 276 

significantly enhanced temperature-independence due to the aforementioned design approach, 277 

as shown in Figure S12. Figure 2H illustrates the responses to cyclic loading at strain levels of 278 

2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%, presenting significantly low hysteresis (< 3%) over the entire strain 279 

range with reversible loading/unloading and complete recovery of the original states with high 280 

linearity (R2 = 0.99). Figure 2I shows the responses to loading-holding-unloading cycles at 281 

strain levels of 0.1%-1% and 1%-10%, showing accurate distinction of the different strains with 282 

a resolution of less than 0.2%. As shown in Figure 2J, the measured response time, defined as 283 

the difference between the 90% rising times (Δτ90%) of the sensor signal (blue curve) and the 284 

input strain (red curve), is 50 ms at the step loading of 5 % strain. These results indicate that 285 

the T-C strain sensor can instantly respond to input loads without a substantial delay. Figure 286 

2K exhibits excellent mechanical/electrical reliability and high repeatability under 500 cyclic 287 

loadings with a strain of 10% without structural failure or signal instability. In particular, the 288 

baseline of the signal remains constant after 1, 100, and 400 cyclic loadings, indicating that the 289 

T-C strain sensor is insensitive to changes in environmental condition unlike the active strain 290 

sensor, as shown in Figure S13. 291 

Figure 2L and M present the stability of the cuff-type, implantable, multimodal physical sensors 292 

wrapped around the tube. Figure 2L compares the changes in the fractional resistance at 293 

different bending radii (r) from 0.75 mm to 2.5 mm, revealing that the change is less than 0.03%. 294 

These results indicate that each sensor exhibits no change in fractional resistance regardless of 295 

the value of r. Furthermore, the sensor should show long-term stability in in vivo environments. 296 

Figure 2M demonstrates the stability of sensor after the immersion in phosphate-buffered saline 297 
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(PBS) solution for 3 weeks. These results indicate that the biofluid cannot penetrate into the 298 

sensor owing to the complete encapsulation of the sensor with Ecoflex. 299 

 300 
Figure 2. Design strategy and performance characterization of a multimodal physical sensor. 301 

(A) Microscopic image of the sensor array part composed of (i) a temperature sensor, (ii) an 302 

active strain sensor, (iii) a dummy strain sensor, and serpentine interconnects. (B) Magnified 303 

microscopic images of the detailed geometries. (C) FEA results of the strain distribution on the 304 

Au membrane of the sensors under stretching (εy = 10%). (D) Temperature- and strain-response 305 

curves of the temperature sensor (under ∆T of 0-15 ℃ and ε of 0-10%). (E) Transient response 306 

of the temperature sensor under a rapid temperature stimulus (∆T of 8 ℃ for 1s) due to water 307 

droplets on the sensor. (F) Schematic diagram of an electrical circuit for temperature-308 
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compensation of the strain sensing, where the active and dummy strain sensors constitute a 309 

Wheatstone bridge circuit. (G) Strain- and temperature-response curves of a temperature-310 

compensated (T-C) strain sensor (under ∆T of 0- 10 ℃ and ε of 0-10%). The inset shows an 311 

enlarged version of the temperature-response curve of the T-C strain sensor. (H) Hysteresis 312 

characteristics under loading-unloading cycles for applied strains of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%. 313 

(I) Dynamic response of the T-C strain sensor for various strain inputs (0.2% < ε <10 %) with 314 

a strain rate of 5 %/s. (J) Transient response of the T-C strain sensor under step loading 315 

comparing the sensor signal (blue color) and input strain (red color) with a ∆τ90% of 50 ms. (K) 316 

Cyclic responses of the T-C strain sensor under 500 repetitive loading-unloading cycles with 317 

an applied strain of 10%. The insets present the signals at the 100th and 400th cycles. (L) 318 

Fractional resistance changes of the sensors at different radii of curvature of the interfacial 319 

surfaces and photographs of the sensor on cylindrical commercial tubes with radii of 1 mm and 320 

1.5 mm. (M) Fractional resistance changes of the sensors under long-term immersion in PBS 321 

(pH 7.4) for three weeks and associated photograph. 322 

 323 

2.3. Battery-free, wireless measurement system 324 

Figure 3A and S14A show a schematic illustration and photograph of a battery-free, wireless 325 

sensing system for continuous measurement of temperature and strain using the BWIMP 326 

sensing platform, respectively. This system consists of an NFC reader, a primary antenna, and 327 

a portable computer to provide power delivery and data communication with the battery-free, 328 

wireless sensing platform wrapped around the nerve of a subject animal on a customized 329 

surgery table. In Figure S14B, the primary antenna integrated with a rod supports capability to 330 

rotate and/or move in the X, Y, and Z directions freely, depending on the location and height 331 

of the nerve related to the species and/or the size of the subject animal. Figure 3B shows the 332 

equivalent electrical circuit of the overall measurement system. Figure S15 illustrates the 333 

detailed electrical circuit built into the BWIMP sensing platform, which includes a Wheatstone 334 

bridge for temperature sensor, a Wheatstone bridge for the temperature compensation using 335 

active and dummy strain sensors, and the NFC chips connected to the receiver antenna. Figure 336 

S16 provides a detailed block diagram of the wireless temperature and strain sensing processes. 337 

The NFC reader and primary antenna transfer power to the NFC chip through the receiver 338 

antenna using resonant magnetic inductive coupling, which drives the sensor-integrated circuit 339 

(IC) for the readout of data from the temperature and strain sensors. Wheatstone bridges convert 340 

the change in resistance (∆R) of the temperature and strain sensors into changes in voltage (∆V), 341 

respectively. The ∆V signals measured from the temperature and T-C strain sensors passes the 342 
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instrumentation amplifier to amplify the signal to improve the signal quality. The internal 343 

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the NFC SoC converts the voltage signals obtained from 344 

the temperature sensor and T-C strain sensor into digital signals. Finally, the NFC SoC converts 345 

the digital signals into a data format that conforms to the ISO 15693 protocol and transfers the 346 

data to the NFC reader. The application software, developed using Python, supports continuous 347 

monitoring and visualization of the collected data from the temperature and strain sensors. This 348 

device yields real-time readings of temperature and strain in a fast (a sampling rate < 10 Hz), 349 

sequential readout scheme, which is sufficient for the postoperative nerve monitoring. Figure 350 

3C shows the simulation results of the magnetic field distribution, direction, and strength for 351 

the single primary antenna in the X-Z plane, exhibiting symmetrical properties with respect to 352 

the X axis. As shown in Figure 3D, the wireless data communication within the X-Y plane (30 353 

cm × 30 cm) can operate over a maximum height (Zmax) of 17 cm at the center and 13 cm at the 354 

edge, where Z is the distance from the sensing device to the primary antenna. This result 355 

indicates that the measurement system supports stable operation over a long distance of 13 cm, 356 

which typically depends on the antenna diameter, size, and power. Furthermore, evaluation of 357 

the stability of the measurement system involves specific events that could occur during actual 358 

nerve monitoring, including (i) tweezer manipulation and (ii) movement of the sensing device. 359 

Figure 3E and F reveal negligible fluctuations in the voltage signals measured from both the 360 

temperature sensor and T-C strain sensors, even under the repeated approach of the tweezers 361 

and the lateral movement of the sensing device by 5 cm, respectively. 362 

 363 
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 364 
Figure 3. Battery-free, wireless electronic measurement system and stability of wireless 365 

operation utilizing BWIMP sensing platform. (A) Schematic illustration of the customized 366 

system consisting of a surgery table where an animal subject can lie, a freely movable primary 367 

antenna that wirelessly delivers power to and communicates data from the loop antenna built in 368 

the sensing device, a reader, and a PC for real-time monitoring of the sensor signals. (B) 369 

Schematic diagram of an electrical circuit corresponding to the overall system. (C) Magnetic 370 

field distribution for the single primary antenna. (D) Maximum distance between the primary 371 

antenna and sensing device, which is capable of wireless data communication, according to 372 

position in the X-Y plane. (E, F) Responses of a wireless temperature sensor and wireless T-C 373 

strain sensor (i) under sequential approach of tweezers to the sensing device and (ii) under 374 

repetitive lateral movement of the sensing device by 5 cm, respectively, with associated 375 

photographs.  376 

 377 

 378 
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2.4. Performance of the battery-free, wireless sensing system and in vitro real-time 379 

monitoring 380 

Figure 4A-C highlight the wireless temperature and strain sensing performances of the BWIMP 381 

sensing platform. Figure 4A compares the responses of the wireless temperature sensor to 382 

temperature and strain stimuli. The results show that the wireless temperature sensing feature 383 

maintains reasonable sensitivity (6.2mV/°C), high linearity (R2=0.99), and negligible hysteresis 384 

(0.29%) under heating and cooling and it is insensitive to the external strain, even under 385 

wireless measurement conditions. Figure 4B presents the responses of the wireless T-C strain 386 

sensor to temperature and strain stimuli, indicating decoupled strain sensing features with 387 

reasonable sensitivity (1.9mV/%), high linearity (R2=0.99), minimum hysteresis (3.6%), and 388 

insensitivity to external temperature change. In addition, Figure 4C reveals 389 

mechanical/electrical durability and high repeatability under 500 repeated cycles of 10% strain 390 

(∆Vout of 20 mV remains constant) (under 5,000 repeted cycles in Figure S17). These results 391 

support the capability of independent detection of each physical parameter (temperature and 392 

strain) from the multimodal sensors in the wireless measurement system.  393 

Figure 4D-I summarize the feasibility of wireless, continuous monitoring of temperature and 394 

strain in an in vitro experiment mimicking the in vivo environment (nerve or blood vessel 395 

system). Figure 4D presents a schematic illustration of the in vitro testing setup, which consists 396 

of a syringe pump (NE1010, New Era, US) with a surrounding heater, a deformable elastomer 397 

tube (Dragon Skin 30, Smooth-On), a valve, and the abovementioned wireless measurement 398 

electronic system (Figure 3A). As illustrated in Figure 4E, this setup facilitates simultaneous 399 

control of the temperature and strain inputs applied to the sensors conformally wrapped around 400 

the elastomer tube: (i) temperature change by the heated deionized (DI) water source and (ii) 401 

strain change by increasing/decreasing the diameter of the elastomer tube via valve 402 

opening/closing control. Figure 4F shows a photograph of the thin, cuff-type sensor encircling 403 

the elastomer tube (outer diameter = 4 mm; inner diameter = 3.5 mm). The magnified images 404 

in Figure 4G clearly present the conformal contact of the sensors with the elastomer tube before 405 

and after expansion (ε = 0% and 10%, respectively). Figure 4H and I show the in vitro 406 

monitoring results, presenting the signals of the wireless temperature and T-C strain sensors, 407 

and the measured temperature and strain values at the same timeline under different conditions. 408 

In Figure 4H (i), the wireless T-C strain sensor exhibits instant responses to sequential loading 409 

and unloading of strains (ε = 10%), whereas the wireless temperature sensor is insensitive to 410 

the applied strain changes. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4H (ii), the signals collected 411 

from the wireless temperature sensor clearly undergo a temperature change of 2.5 °C after 412 
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heating, whereas those obtained using the wireless T-C strain sensor remain constant. These 413 

results indicate that each sensor is capable of real-time decoupling of temperature and strain 414 

stimuli. In vivo clinical trials can involve very slow changes in the physical state of the nerves. 415 

In humans, the length of axonal regeneration is known to be 1-2 mm/day typically [46]. To mimic 416 

the long-term situation, a gradual strain was applied for 8 h without an artificial temperature 417 

change. Figure 4I shows that the wireless sensing platform can monitor the gradual change in 418 

strain of 4% and natural change in ambient temperature of 0.7 °C, without instability of the 419 

wireless operation and data read-out of this system. These results demonstrate the feasibility 420 

and stability of wireless, continuous, long-term, and independent temperature and strain 421 

monitoring using the BWIMP sensing platform, which supports the ability to perform the 422 

continuous nerve monitoring.  423 

 424 

 425 
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Figure 4. Performance characterization of the BWIMP sensing platform and demonstration of 426 

wireless in vitro monitoring in an artificial nerve model. (A) Temperature- and strain-response 427 

curves of a wireless temperature sensor (under ∆T of 0-15 ℃ and ε of 0-10%). (B) Strain- and 428 

temperature-response curves of a wireless T-C strain sensor (under ∆T of 0-15 ℃ and ε of 0-429 

10%). (C) Cyclic responses of the wireless T-C strain sensor under 500 repetitive loading-430 

unloading cycles with an applied strain of 10%. The insets present the signals at the 100th and 431 

400th cycles. (D) Schematic illustration of an in vitro testing set-up composed of a soft elastomer 432 

tube (Dragon skin 30), a syringe pump covered by a heater at the inlet, and a valve at the outlet. 433 

(E) Schematic illustration of controllable stimuli exerted to the sensing device. (i) change in 434 

temperature caused by heated DI water source; (ii) strain input induced by the diameter change 435 

via the valve control. (F) Photograph of the sensing device mounted on the elastomer tube. (G) 436 

Comparative microscopic images of before and after expansion of the elastomer tube (strain 437 

10%). (H) Responses of the wireless temperature and the wireless T-C strain sensors, and curves 438 

of measured temperature change and strain, during (i) sequential strain inputs of 10% and (ii) a 439 

temperature change of 2.5 ℃, respectively. (I) Long-term responses under prolonged, gradual 440 

strain input of 4% for 8 h and natural ambient temperature change. 441 

 442 

2.5. Evaluation of feasibility and stability of in vivo operation 443 

Capabilities for continuous in vivo nerve monitoring rely on a wrapping method that supports 444 

conformal contact of the sensing device for high accuracy of collected data, even in moist or 445 

wet environments that typically arise from bleeding and/or fluid from scars. Here, the proposed 446 

wrapping method using a medical endo-clip leads to the tightening of two electrode layers of 447 

the BWIMP sensing platform in contact with each other after the cuff-type sensors encircle a 448 

target nerve without any chemical treatment. Figure 5A (i) shows a schematic illustration of a 449 

wrapping method without the endo-clip, which can lead to delamination of the two layers owing 450 

to weakening of the adhesion forces due to the penetration of the biofluids into the interfacial 451 

gap. The device may peel off the nerve, generating abnormal signals. On the other hand, Figure 452 

5A (ii) presents a schematic illustration of the wrapping method with the endo-clipping for 453 

tightening both two electrode layers. The covered PI layers (thickness of 50 μm for each layer) 454 

protect the two stacked electrode layers from physical damage on both sides by squeezing the 455 

endo clip. This approach provides minimum movement of the contact interface between the 456 

wireless sensor and target nerve and maintains a good conformal contact, resulting in stable and 457 

accurate nerve monitoring . Figure 5A (iii) shows a photograph of the BWIMP sensing platform 458 

wrapped around the sciatic nerve of an animal subject (rat) and fixed with an endo-clip. Movie 459 
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S1 clearly shows the stable sensing device despite artificial external stimuli that try to move the 460 

sensor.  461 

Figure 5B presents a schematic illustration of the in vivo animal testing setup (using the 462 

abovementioned wireless measurement system in Figure 3A) for evaluating the feasibility and 463 

stability of the operation for practical in vivo nerve monitoring. This approach provides the real-464 

time visualization of signals collected from the implanted sensing device wrapped around the 465 

sciatic nerve of an animal. Figure 5C and S18 show the in vivo testing results for a small animal 466 

(a rat, body weight 150 g-200 g) and a medium animal (a rabbit, body weight 2-2.5 kg), 467 

respectively. Both results exhibit no significant instability of the voltage signals (∆V) within 5 468 

min after wrapping the sensors around the nerves, except for a slight gradual increase of 0.2-469 

0.3℃ arising from temperature equilibrium with the target sciatic nerves. These approaches for 470 

clinical trials on small and medium animals, which have much smaller peripheral nerves than 471 

humans (large animals), provide the possibility for use in continuous in vivo monitoring in 472 

humans. In addition, Figure S19 provides photographs of a completely subcutaneously 473 

implanted wireless device, even inside a small animal (rat).  474 

Figure 5D and E summarize the stability of the voltage signals under in vivo electrical and 475 

mechanical stimuli, respectively. Figure 5D shows that the responses are insensitive to the 476 

electrical stimulation applied to the proximal site of the target sciatic nerve. The inset shows a 477 

schematic illustration of the electrical stimulation through wired electrodes, including 478 

sequential electrical pulses (five repetition of an action potential of 100 mV and a resting 479 

potential of 0 mV). Figure 5E also exhibits no noticeable fluctuations in the voltage signals 480 

measured from the wireless device regardless of the external physical stimulation. The inset 481 

shows a schematic illustration of physical stimulation that includes a gentle touch of the leg of 482 

the subject animal in which the wireless sensor is implanted. These results indicate the 483 

possibility of incorporating nerve monitoring via the BWIMP sensing platform with various 484 

electrical or mechanical stimulations for the acceleration of neuro-regeneration and functional 485 

recovery.  486 
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 487 

Figure 5. Stability of wireless in vivo operation of BWIMP sensing platform at surgical 488 

implantation. (A) (i) Schematic illustration of a delamination issue due to a wet environment 489 

caused by surrounding biofluids (e.g., bleeding and/or fluid from a scar), (ii) a proposed medical 490 

endo-clipping technique for improvement of conformal contact and minimum movement of the 491 

sensing device, (iii) photograph of a sensing device implanted on a sciatic nerve of a subject 492 

animal fixed by the endo-clip. (B) Schematic illustration of an in vivo setup presenting a 493 

BWIMP sensing device wrapped around a sciatic nerve of a subject animal and wireless sensor 494 

signal communication. (C) Photographs of implantation of the sensing device on a sciatic nerve 495 

of a rat and wireless sensor signals at a certain period (e.g., 5 min after mounting). (D, E) 496 

Wireless sensor signals under sequential electrical and physical stimuli (i.e., gentle touching of 497 

the leg of the subject animal with a hand), respectively. 498 

 499 

2.6. Battery-free, wireless, continuous in vivo nerve monitoring  500 

Figure 6A presents a schematic illustration of an in vivo animal test (rats) for evaluating the 501 

ability of the BWIMP sensing platform to perform continuous postoperative nerve monitoring. 502 

The two BWIMP sensing platforms transfer data collected from each sensor wrapped around 503 

the two sciatic nerves locations (proximal and distal sites) to the NFC reader and primary 504 

antenna for real-time nerve monitoring. Figure 6B and S20 show schematic illustrations of 505 

continuous measurement processes at the proximal and distal sites of (i) a normal nerve and (ii) 506 
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a crushed injured nerve induced by acute traumatic compression for immediate clinical change. 507 

Figure 6C provides photographs of the surgical procedures: (i) incision of the thigh skin to 508 

expose the sciatic nerve with a diameter of 1.5-2 mm; (ii) implantation of two devices around 509 

the normal nerve at both proximal and distal sites where the medical endo-clips hold the 510 

electrode regions to minimize the spacing between the sensor and the nerve; (iii) generation of 511 

a crushed nerve injury by acute traumatic compression (inset); and (iv) closing of the surgery 512 

site. Figure S21 presents photographs of the crushed sciatic nerve formed by compression using 513 

forceps for 15 s. Such acute short-term compression is a common case of peripheral nerve injury, 514 

resulting in nerve ischemia, hypoxia, edema, increased vascular permeability, and blocking of 515 

axoplasmic flow [47]. After the peripheral nerve injury, the nerve microcirculation plays an 516 

important role in regulating the nerve microenvironment and neurotrophic substances, 517 

supplying blood and oxygen, and maintaining neural conduction and axonal transport.  518 

Figure 6D and E depict the responses to changes in temperature and strain obtained from each 519 

wireless device wrapped around a crushed nerve at both proximal and distal sites for 80 min. 520 

The continuous in vivo monitoring of physiological signals in the early stage can provide 521 

quantitative information regarding the damage level of nerves and instant corresponding 522 

treatment. In Figure 6D (i) and E (i), the data collected from both the proximal and distal sites 523 

exhibit temperature increases of 0.3 °C and 0.6 °C, respectively. Figure S22 depicts the 524 

reproducibility of these trends measured by wired sensors for three individual animals (N = 3, 525 

rats). After the crushed injury by nerve compression, an inflammatory reaction, which usually 526 

accompany with the temperature raise at the injury, increases the local vascular permeability 527 

and generates subsequent intraneural edema. The occurrence of edema greatly alters the 528 

microenvironment of the nerve by increasing the local pressure, thereby decreasing the blood 529 

flow. Therefore, the BWIMP sensing platform capable of detecting physical changes based on 530 

the inflammatory reaction could enable early warning and diagnosis in various clinical 531 

scenarios, including situations involving unexpected complications due to multiple and severe 532 

nerve damage. The data in Figure 6D (ii) and E (ii), collected from both the proximal and distal 533 

sites, exhibit a strain increases of 3.0% and 2.0% due to combination of local strain by 534 

bottleneck microcirculation and squeezing of the nerve stump by compression. These results 535 

support that the ability to perform quantitative and continuous strain measurements can identify 536 

clinical scenarios for the postoperative nerves (e.g. nerve expansion or shrinkage caused by 537 

abnormal/normal nerve regeneration, etc.). 538 
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 539 
Figure 6. Demonstration of wireless nerve monitoring of the sciatic nerve in a rodent model 540 

(rats) utilizing the BWIMP sensing platform. (A) Schematic illustration of an in vivo testing 541 

setup. Two BWIMP sensing devices wrapped around the sciatic nerves of a rat detect the 542 

changes in the physical states (temperature and strain) and wirelessly transfer the detected 543 

information to the primary antenna for real-time, visible monitoring. (B) Schematic illustration 544 

of the crushed nerve injury by acute traumatic compression. (C) Photographs of surgical 545 

procedures. (i) Thigh skin is incised to expose the sciatic nerve with a diameter of 1.5~2 mm; 546 

(ii) two sensing devices are implanted (normal nerve) where the medical endo-clips hold the 547 

electrode regions; (iii) crushed nerve injury is generated; (iv) the implantation site is closed. (D, 548 

E) Continuous responses collected from wireless devices wrapped around both the proximal 549 
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and distal sites for 80 min, respectively, with quantitatively measured values of the changes in 550 

temperature and strain due to the nerve injury. 551 

 552 

2.7 Biocompatibility of BWIMP sensing platform 553 

The biocompatibility of the electrode of the BWIMP sensing platform is a critical factor for its 554 

application in long-term in- vivo monitoring of nerve regeneration states. We demonstrate the 555 

biocompatibility of individual materials used in devices, a necessary step for clinical trials. The 556 

biocompatibility test using mice was performed with reference to previous results  in which 557 

mice responded more sensitively than rats in implantation toxicity tests.[48] The prepared 558 

electrode samples (5 mm × 10 mm; changeable) composed of multi-layered 559 

Ecoflex/PI/Au/PI/Ecoflex (100 μm thickness) were subcutaneously inserted into individual 560 

Balb/c mice and yielded data on foreign body reactions. The results in Figure S23A indicate 561 

that the changes in weight of mice with electrode implants, as controls, and those with inert 562 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film (100 μm thickness) implants were similar throughout the 563 

four weeks of observation. Following implantation, the mice behaved normally with no 564 

substantial skin necrosis or swelling for up to four weeks. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 565 

stained sections of implant sites surrounding tissues and major organs (the heart, kidney, liver, 566 

lung, and spleen) showed comparable levels of immune cell infiltration and systemic toxicity 567 

between PDMS- and Ecoflex-implanted tissues on day 28 (Figure 7A). Some minimal 568 

inflammatory responses and fibrosis appear close to the implants, but no significant evidence 569 

of injury or cell death occurs in the adjacent tissue. Histological studies provided further support 570 

for the biocompatibility of the material, as shown in Figure 7B. The four spot images 571 

(histologically analyzed area 0.16 mm2) selected randomly from each organ showed no 572 

significant differences between the reference (PDMS) and test (Ecoflex) groups. In addition, 573 

Figure S23B and C show immune cell counts from the adjacent skin in representative H&E 574 

staining images, providing additional evidence of the biocompatibility of Ecoflex. Fibrosis 575 

scores on Masson trichrome staining were as follows: none = 0, mild = 1, moderate = 2, and 576 

severe = 3. As shown in Figure 7C, S23D, and S23E, the result shows that the fibrosis score for 577 

Ecoflex is almost the same as that of PDMS, which additionally supports the in vivo 578 

biocompatibility of the sensor. 579 

The results of complete blood count provide a comprehensive understanding of the health of 580 

mice. The white blood cell, neutrophil, lymphocyte, and monocyte counts are not significantly 581 

different between the reference and test groups, indicating that bacterial infection, viral 582 

infection, and critical immune responses did not occur during implantation (Figure 7D-G). In 583 
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addition, the similarity of the red blood cell and platelet counts between the groups suggests 584 

that no toxicity or damage occurred in the implanted device. (Figure S23F-I). 585 

 586 
Figure 7. In vivo biocompatibility of constituent materials of BWIMP sensing platform. (A) 587 

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections obtained in skin and major organs (heart, kidney, 588 

liver, lung, and spleen) 4-week post implantation of PDMS (control group) and Ecoflex (test 589 

group). The scale bar presents 200 µm. (B) H&E staining images and (C) Masson trichrome 590 

staining images were obtained after 4 weeks of Ecoflex implantation. In (B) and (C), the right-591 

hand images show magnified versions of the adjacent muscle fascia and muscle tissue. The 592 

complete count results of (D) White blood cell, (E) Neutrophil, (F) Lymphocyte, and (G) 593 

Monocyte for reference controls and test groups (n=3 per groups), showing no significant 594 

differences between the groups. 595 

 596 

 597 
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3. Conclusion 598 

This study introduces a battery-free, wireless, fully implantable, multimodal physical sensing 599 

platform that supports continuous in vivo monitoring of temperature and strain via thin, soft, 600 

and cuff-type sensors wrapped around the nerve. The wireless device exhibits reasonable 601 

sensitivity, excellent stability, high linearity, and minimum hysteresis in the relevant ranges. 602 

The data collected by multiple devices interfaced at the proximal and distal sites provide an 603 

accurate, quantitative basis for change in temperature and volume of nerve after surgery. In 604 

particular, the strain sensors integrated with temperature-compensated circuits enable accurate 605 

strain measurement with negligible temperature dependence. In addition, the system supports a 606 

long-range (13 cm) power harvesting and data communication to fully implanted devices 607 

wrapped around the nerves of subject animals regardless of their size. Experimental evaluations, 608 

verified by numerical simulations, as well as clinical trials on subject animals, demonstrate the 609 

feasibility and stability of the sensor system for continuous nerve monitoring. 610 

The additional sensors capable of measuring hemodynamics integrated with the battery-free, 611 

wireless sensing platforms could enhance our understanding of the mechanism for functional 612 

recovery of injured nerve. Capabilities for continuous, long-term in vivo monitoring (a few 613 

weeks or months) of various physiological signals at multiple sites could support not only 614 

accurate diagnosis and evaluation of nerve regeneration, but also neuropathic pain treatment 615 

using local cooling. In addition, the component replacement of the sensor and wireless platform 616 

with bioresorbable materials can provide advanced functionality without secondary surgical 617 

removal process for practical use in a variety of implantable applications. Finally, animal tests 618 

conducted on numerous animals using the battery-free, wireless sensor system reported herein 619 

could support quantitative basis for defining algorithms or thresholds of functional recovery of 620 

injured nerve depending on therapies for improving regeneration along with wireless electrical, 621 

optogenetic, and pharmacologic stimuli. 622 

 623 

4. Experimental Section/Methods 624 

Fabrication of the cuff-type, implantable, multimodal physical sensor: Fabrication began with 625 

the formation of a PI film (thickness 2.5 μm, PI-1338, VTECTM) on a Si wafer via spin coating 626 

(5000-7000 rpm for 30 s) and curing (250 ℃ for 4 h) of PI solution. The first photolithography 627 

step defined a photoresist pattern (AZ 5214E, Micro Chem, spin-coating at 5000 rpm; soft-bake 628 

at 110 ℃ for 1 min; exposure for 8 sec; development  in AZ 300 MIF for 1min), enabling the 629 

patterning of a Ti/Au membrane (thickness 20 nm/50 nm) deposited on the top of the PI film 630 

using electron beam (E-beam) evaporation through a lift-off process, and forming conductive 631 
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active layers of sensors, interconnects, and electrodes. The second sequential photolithography, 632 

E-beam evaporation, and lift-off process yielded a Ni membrane (thickness 100 nm) at the end 633 

of the electrode, which acted as a mask for reactive ion etching (RIE). Subsequently, additional 634 

spin coating (5000-7000 rpm for 30 s) and curing (250 ℃ for 4h) of the PI film completely 635 

encapsulated the patterned Ti/Au membrane. The resulting thickness of the PI/Au/PI was 5 μm. 636 

The third photolithography, e-beam evaporation, and lift-off process deposited a Ni membrane 637 

pattern corresponding to the designed outlines of the sensors, interconnects, and electrodes on 638 

top of the PI film, as an RIE mask. Etching of the PI film via RIE (STEALTHYON 800, 639 

SORONA, O2, 150 W, 40 sccm, 30 min) except in the region protected by the Ni membrane 640 

and removal of the Ni membrane using an etchant (TFB, Transene) completed a patterned 641 

PI/Au/PI film with open contact pads at the end of the electrode. Next, polyvinyl alcohol 642 

(PVA)-based water-soluble tape (5425, 3M) was used to transfer the patterned PI/Au/PI film to 643 

a spin-coated (1500 rpm for 30 s) and partially cured elastomer matrix (thickness 50 μm, 644 

Ecoflex 0030, Smooth-On, Inc.). After dissolving the water-soluble tape in hot water (65 ℃), 645 

additionally spin coated (1500 rpm for 30 s) and cured (70 ℃ for 2 h) elastomer matrix 646 

(thickness 50 μm) covered the tri-layered film (PI/Au/PI), except for the open contact pads by 647 

blocking the area with an elastomer film before spin coating. The total thickness of the 648 

Ecoflex/PI/Au/PI/Ecoflex stack was 100 μm. Cutting the free-standing structure into a desired 649 

shape and dimensions using blades yielded a cuff-type sensor (width 4 mm; length 35 mm; 650 

thickness 100 µm). 651 

 652 

Manufacturing of NFC SoC: The process began with the patterning of electrical circuits (Au 653 

membrane thickness 10 μm) on an FPCB substrate (thickness 150 μm, Pyralux AP8535R, 654 

DuPont) for the formation of a spiral loop antenna, bonding with electronic components, and 655 

connection to the cuff-type sensor. Subsequently, the outline of the FPCB substrate was cut 656 

using a laser ablation machine (ProtoLaser U4, LPKF). The electronic components, including 657 

an NFC chip (RF430FRL154H, Texas Instruments), two amplifiers (INA333, Texas 658 

Instruments), resistors, capacitors, and an FFC connector, were soldered onto the open pads in 659 

the FPCB substrate. The printed spiral loop antenna has a diameter of 20 mm with five turns, 660 

and a tuning capacitor (GJM03-KIAT-TTOL-DE, Murata Electronics) regulated the natural 661 

frequency of the NFC SoC to 13.56 MHz. The 5-mm-pitch FFC connector was designed to 662 

accurately align its connector pins and the electrodes of the cuff-type sensor, enabling the 663 

temperature/strain sensors to connect with the Wheatstone bridge circuits.  664 

 665 
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Characterization of the temperature and strain sensors: The experimental setup for the 666 

evaluation of temperature sensor included a customized convection chamber to apply controlled 667 

heat and thermocouples for feedback control of the temperature (resolution = approximately 668 

1 ℃). The experimental setup for the evaluation of the strain sensor included a linear stage 669 

machine to apply strain with controlled loading and unloading rates and a stretchable elastomer 670 

substrate (Ecoflex 0030, thickness 1 mm) where the sensor could be attached. A digital 671 

multimeter (NI-USB 4065 Digital Multimeter, National Instruments) was used to measure the 672 

resistances and output voltages of both wired sensors. In case of the wireless sensing platform, 673 

the abovementioned setup was placed on the surgery table with the primary antenna and NFC 674 

reader, which received the ADC signals from the NFC SoC.  675 

 676 

NFC protocols and software operation: A wireless reader (TRF7970AEVM, Texas 677 

Instruments) provided the writing process in the NFC SoC using a custom graphical user 678 

interface in the ISO 15693 protocol. The NFC reader enabled data communication and wireless 679 

energy harvesting via an antenna reader (ID ISC. LRM2500-A, FEIG) with a transmission 680 

antenna. ISOStart 2018 software supported continuous, real-time data acquisition of ADC 681 

values from the NFC SoC.  Developed software based on Python provided the classification 682 

and visualization of the collected data. Since NFC chips have unique product numbers (e.g. 683 

D39B, E8AC, etc.), data from multiple devices can be differentiated. 684 

 685 

Finite element analysis (FEA) for mechanical and electromagnetic simulation: The commercial 686 

software ANSYS Mechanics (Ansys, USA) was used to simulate the strain distribution 687 

generated on the BWIMP sensing platform under mechanical stimuli. The mechanical 688 

simulation results confirmed the mechanical reliability and stability by checking (i) no failure 689 

(ε < εfracture) in the components of the cuff-type, multimodal physical sensor, including the Au 690 

membrane (thickness = 50 nm), PI film (thickness = 5 μm), and elastomer matrix (thickness = 691 

100 μm) under stretching conditions. The mechanical properties [elastic modulus (E) and 692 

Poisson’s ratio (υ)] of the constituting materials were EAu = 79 GPa / υAu = 0.42 for the Au 693 

membrane, EPI = 3.2 GPa / υPI = 0.34 for the PI film, and EEcoflex0030 = 69.8kPa / υEcoflex0030 = 694 

0.49 for the elastomer matrix. The commercial software ANSYS HFSS (ANSYS, USA) was 695 

used to simulate the electromagnetic field distribution created around the primary antenna 696 

operating at 13.56 MHz. The magnetic simulation results derived an operating range capable 697 

of wireless data communication via the strength and direction of the computed magnetic field 698 

distribution.  699 
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In vitro characterization of the temperature and strain sensing: The in vitro experimental setup 700 

for the evaluation of real-time and simultaneous temperature and strain sensing contained a 701 

syringe pump (NE1010, New Era, USA), a rubber heating pad surrounding the syringe with a 702 

heater controller (New Era Pump Systems Syringe Heater Kit, New Era, USA), a customized 703 

elastomer tube (Dragon Skin 30; diameter 4 mm; shell thickness = 0.5 mm), a valve, 704 

commercial silicon tubes (hswmall, diameter = 4 mm; shell thickness = 0.5 mm) connecting to 705 

these devices, and two thermocouples inserted inside the tubes (Super OMEGACLADTM XL, 706 

Omega, inc., USA). This setup was combined with the abovementioned primary antenna for 707 

NFC-based wireless sensing. The heater operated while injecting the source water into the 708 

elastomer tube with the syringe pump, and the temperature of the injected water increased 709 

gradually; thus, the sensor attached to the elastomer tube received heat via conduction. The 710 

valve was closed while injecting the source water into the elastomer tube with the syringe pump, 711 

and the water was trapped inside the passage; eventually, only the softest elastomer expanded, 712 

and strain was applied to the sensor. 713 

 714 

Implantation of BWIMP sensing platform and continuous nerve monitoring: The implantation 715 

of the BWIMP sensing platform began with incision of the thigh of a rat or a rabbit model. The 716 

sciatic nerve was observed when the incised muscles were spread. The diameter of the sciatic 717 

nerve of the rat was 1.5-2 mm and that of the rabbit was 2-2.5 mm. The wireless devices were 718 

wrapped around the normal sciatic nerve. The incision area was covered with the muscles to 719 

prevent input of external air. The wireless measurement system recorded the signals of the 720 

sensors. For electrical stimulation, wired Pt electrodes were inserted to the nerve and electrical 721 

pulses (five repetition of an action potential of 100 mV and a resting potential of 0 mV) were 722 

applied with a function generator (AFG1062, Tecktronix, USA). For generation of crushed 723 

nerve injury, the covered muscles were opened again using forceps and a consistent 724 

compression was applied to the nerve with forceps for 15s after the temperature reached a steady 725 

state. After covering the incision area again, the sensor signals of both the proximal and distal 726 

sensors were continuously measured. 727 

 728 

Assessment of biocompatibility: All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care 729 

and Use Committee of the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (IRB. No. KIST-2021-730 

079) and Korea University (IRB. No. KOREA-2020-0149). Male Balb/c (6-week-old) mice 731 

were purchased from Narabio, Korea. The mice were anesthetized with isoflurane gas (2%), 732 

and autoclave sterilized samples of PDMS (5 mm × 10 mm), PI (5 mm × 10 mm), and Ecoflex 733 
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(5 mm × 10 mm) were implanted subcutaneously through dorsal incision. After implantation, 734 

the wound was stitched with 6-0 black silk (Alee Co., Korea) and dressed with a Tegaderm film 735 

(3M Science, USA). Daily checking, weighing, and care of the mice ensured moribund 736 

conditions and regular stress exposure. The mice were sacrificed for histological analysis at 28 737 

days after implantation. The skin was sliced and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution, 738 

embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with H&E, Masson trichrome for histological 739 

analysis. Whole blood samples were collected in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-740 

treated tubes to evaluate the complete blood count (Neodin BioVet, Korea). The major organs 741 

(heart, kidney, liver, lung, and spleen) were extracted to assess systemic toxicity. Histological 742 

scores were assessed as previously described. [49]  743 
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